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Abstract
The Government of the Russian Federation has set a task to increase the competitiveness of the leading Russian universities 
among the top world research and educational centers. Brand is a key factor which contributes to the increased competitiveness 
of the higher educational establishment. The article considers the main components of the university brand, the stages of its
creation and development, the factors of its successful differentiation. The university brand value consists in the fact that if once 
created, and then rebranded, it benefits the university, building its competitive advantage and making profit by maintaining the 
loyalty of the target audience. The article also suggests the options for the project of university branding.
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1. Introduction
Currently, the system of Higher Professional Education in Russia is undergoing quality changes. Openness of 
borders, participation in the Bologna process, the financial and economic crisis, sharpening of the demographic 
situation, changes of economic conditions of universities' activities contributed to the formation of a competitive 
environment in the educational services market. 
In the contexts of modern ambitious tasks of Russian universities to enter the "Top-100" [1], branding is an 
unconditional and important measure to increase their brand awareness and positioning in Russia and in the world.
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In the early 70-ies of XX century designer Paul Rand worked alone under the brand of IBM, but today branding is 
a complex, multilevel project requiring team work of professionals with global experience in all areas: from goal-
setting, planning and studying the market situation to the development of corporate identity and brand promotion 
both in Russian and world markets.
The brand is:
• a promise of desired benefit-giving properties and a quality level to consumers;
• a guarantee of quality of customers' satisfaction;
• a tool of quick and confident consumer choice and purchasing decision making;
• the most important factor of firm's competitive advantages and incomes, a base for a higher price assign.
The brand is one of the most important integrated factors contributing to the university competitiveness growth.
2. Indicators of university reputation
The first indicator of success of a higher education institution's brand is evaluation of the university rankings. 
Today, these ratings are interesting for employers, the state, and universities. 
The next indicator of the university reputation is its presence and position in other rankings of higher education 
institutions and full-time course enrolment competition.
Distribution of weight of the reputation indicators and brand of higher educational institutions in rankings is 
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Distribution of universities brand and reputation indicators weight in rankings that are under consideration
No. Rank Weight of reputation indicators (in percentage) 
1. QS World University Ranking 50.00
2. Times Higher Education World University Ranking 34.50
3. Academic Ranking of World Universities 30.00
4. Interfax National Rating Agency  28.66
The table is based on data of reference [2].  
3. Stages for university brand creation and implementation 
The university brand development is based on key success factors of the educational institution. The process of 
university brand creation and realization consists of the following six stages: 
Stage I: Brand idea generation 
Stage II: Brand positioning
Stage III: Comparative analysis of existing brands
Stage IV: Brand strategy determination
Stage V: Marketing testing  
Stage VI: Implementation of brand policy
Let us consider these stages.
1. Brand idea generation - finding and development of the idea that should be brought to minds of consumers of 
educational services. Not only the unique properties of the educational institution and its services can be used when 
designing corporate identity, but also a range of issues related to consumers.  The announcement of competition 
"idea of the University brand" represents a certain interest. It is necessary to make a video film about the university.
2. Brand positioning - determination of the educational institution position in the market in relation to 
competitors.
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3. Comparative analysis of existing brands - analysis of universities brands existing in the market. This will help 
to avoid duplication of brand existing in the market; to consider mistakes made by competitors; or to suggest an 
original idea.
The educational institution's name, its abbreviation is verified according to vocabularies of words and morphemes 
(meaningful parts of words) existing in language to avoid discordant titles.
4. Brand strategy determination - finding ways of using university resources to create value ofits brand. Answers 
to the following questions allow to determine the strategy of educational brand development.
• For whom?
• For What?
• For what purpose is the brand?
• What universities is the brand to compete with? 
5. Marketing testing is a mandatory stage conducted before the brand enters the market. Marketing testing allows 
you to choose the best brand among several possible variants. Testing allows the university to evaluate brand 
attractiveness to consumers of educational services, a degree of efficiency of communication with the target 
audience, perception of certain attributes of the brand and importance of the benefits it proposes.
6. The sixth stage is the implementation of brand policy of the university. The brand is adapted to external 
conditions and is positioned in TOP-100 ranking.
The key element of the university brand is people. The customers and clients are establishing emotional personal 
contacts with teachers, administration, staff, etc. So the brand value must be communicated by all employees 
working in the university, not just by advertising brochures.
Universities acquire fame and prestige by means of their own history, successful professional career of the 
graduates, famous teachers working in them, etc. Each of such university-brands is closely associated in the minds 
of consumers with specific benefits determining their choice.
4. Components of the University Brand
Concretely, the structure of the brand can be represented as follows. The components of the university brand are:
1) University Attributes.
- Characteristics of qualitative educational activities of the university; a certificate of state accreditation availability; 
implemented educational programs; international validation of programs;
- higher-education teaching personnel. Percentage of teachers with advanced degrees and academic titles; a share of 
foreign professors and PhD degree holders;
- Social and financial characteristics of the institution (the number of state-financed places, cost of education, 
scholarships, surcharges to scholarships, grants);
- Social characteristics and facilities of the institution (location, classrooms arrangement and fitting with modern 
technical means, availability of dormitory, canteen, etc.).
2) The image of the university:
- Profit (diploma prestige value, demand for specialties offered, guaranteed employment);
- Value (history of the university, graduates achievements);
- Development of sports, artistic self-development, creation of conditions for personal creative development. 
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3) The Value of the University Brand. 
The social infrastructure of Kazan Federal University (KFU) is as follows (see Table 2).
Table 2. Social infrastructure of Kazan Federal University
No. Directions Objects
I Accommodation
- Full accomodation of nonresident students and staff
- Dormitories for 12 000 persons, including the Universiade Village (20 houses for 7 000 
persons with the total area of 212 000 sq. m.)
II Sport
- 13 sports facilities, the largest of them are: "Moscow" 5 123 sq. m, "Bustan" 6 109 sq. 
m, "UNICS" 15 090 sq.m.
- 49 sport sections in 33 sports
- KFU Centre for Sport Volunteers 
- 5 sports camps: "Cordon", "Economist" , "Burevestnik", "Yalchik", " Dubravushka -1"
III Medical Services - Students Clinic- Health and Recreation Resort
IV Catering - Public Catering Centre- 2 cafes
V Culture
- UNICS Culture and Sports Complex
- 90 amateur talent groups
- Educational Centre for Arts 
- Students Club
- School of KVN (Club of the Funny and Inventive)
- Brain Club
VI Leisure
- School for freshmen "Hello talents!"
- Interdepartmental Festival "Freshman Day"
- Interdepartmental festival "Student Spring"
- Concert program "Tatyana Day - Student Day"
- Competition "KFU Student of the Year"
- Concert program "Happy Birthday University!"
- Concert program "September the 1st"
- Festival of Foreign Students "Commonwealth"
- Profession-oriented school of student activists "Creative Rebellion"
- Students Creative School "Creative Boom"
- Beauty Contest "Miss KFU"
5. Implementation of the KFU branding project
A working group was formed to implement the KFU branding project. Responsibilities of the group were: control 
of time, cost, quality, personnel, communications, etc. throughout the project life cycle: from initiation and planning 
to implementation and completion. This group also had to develop principles and a program for brand support and 
promotion in the corporate university environment and beyond it.
Implementation and development of a text logotype and corporate identity can be made by own forces or by 
professional "advertisers" - branding companies.
Moreover, in order to "cut off" unknown and inexperienced performers it is recommended to address directly to 
internationally recognized design companies, such as BBDO or Art.Lebedev Studio. 
BBDO Moscow Company was established in Russia in 1989 with a staff of five people for advertising support of 
the first Pepsi Cola plant in the Soviet Union. Today BBDO Russia group of companies is included into global 
advertising and corporate communications holding company Omnicom Group and is a part of BBDO Worldwide 
global network. 
Art. Lebedev Studio has significant experience in branding. The company's portfolio includes such projects as the 
creation of a logo and corporate identity of the company "Yandex", "Alfa-Bank", "VTB" banks, objects of cultural 
significance such as the Grand Theatre, A.M. Gorky Central Park as well as the cities of Perm, Odessa, Yaroslavl 
and others. 
A. Lebedev, also known as a traveller and a blogger, is perhaps one of the most ambiguously perceived designers 
in the modern society.
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He possesses a powerful tool of people's preferences analysis and creation of a positive image of his brands in the 
form of a personal "LiveJournal" blog.
KFU partnership with Art.Lebedev Studio will help to find new opportunities both for representation and 
presentation and for scientific and educational activities of the University.
6. Conclusion
Thus, the importance of brand building for Kazan Federal University is obvious, since the solution of this 
problem is one of the key stages in the process of building the university reputation in the world educational 
environment. Outlining the brand essence, the main attributes, as well as stages of its creation and implementation is 
the first step towards building a successful, competitive higher educational establishment which is popular both with 
learners and employers. Kazan Federal University has all the necessary attributes, as well as infrastructure to 
achieve the desired goal. Involving professionals in the process of KFU branding will contribute to more rapid and 
successful implementation of the program planned.
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